Types of Readings
Psychic Medium Reading
During a Psychic Medium Reading, you will sit with the reader who may or may not utilize
Tarot Cards, Oracle Cards, or other tools to connect with Spirit. The Reader will give you
information of a Psychic Nature; information which may pertain to your current life situation,
your employment situation, your romantic relationships, your financial situation, and health
situation. They may also connection you with loved ones who have crossed over and have
information and messages for you.
**Please be aware that consultation with a Psychic Medium or any other Reader is not
to be used in place of the consultation and guidance with a medical professional,
specialist, psychologist, psychiatrist, or other trained medical or psychological expert.

Tarot Card Reading
Tarot is an ancient divination system that uses 78 cards divided into the Major and Minor
Arcana. The Major Arcana consist of 22 cards representing archetypal symbols of the human
journey. The 56 remaining cards are divided into four suits: Wands, Cups, Swords, and Disks
(or Pentacles). The Major Arcana show up for important issues or placements within a
spread. They show how the archetypal forces play out within our lives. The Minor Arcana
point to everyday issues. The court cards of each suit represent people, or, more often,
personality traits within ourselves that are being called out for development. The Tarot
Reader may also use Psychic, Intuitive, and Empathic abilities during your reading.

Oracle Card Reading
Oracle cards are sets of cards with pictures and meanings that are specific to the vision of the
creator(s) of the deck. They can have any number of cards, from as low as 20 to as many as
144 — though 44, being a Master Number, most often make up the deck. The artwork can be
symbolic or reality-based; while many decks are illustrated with angels, they may also have
abstract art, plants, crystals, animals, mythical creatures, planets and stars, various gods and
goddesses, and many other themes. They can have specific word-keys such as Abundance;
phrases such as Blessings on the Way; or full messages such as Now is the Time to Let Go.
These cards can be utilized by Psychics, Psychic Mediums, Empaths, and Intuitives.

Palm Reading
Palmistry is an ancient and closely guarded science which has been handed down from
parent to child for generations. While this information may be readily available through the
internet, it may not always be complete or accurate. Palmistry reveals individual personality
and character traits through the study of the lines, shapes, and size of the hands and fingers.
The two Divisions in this ancient science are Chiromancy which relates to the lines on the
palm and Chirognomy which relates to the shape and color of the hands and the shape and
texture of the palm, fingers, and thumb.
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